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Anatomy of commingled funds:
Untying the knots with new theory

_- -----:= are considered commingled
3ingle asset or a single ac-

~~:oc5:-:ains marital and non-mari-
__ ·ous. When the marital and

=-__ -.=arital portions are just money,
"i..x_ are indistinguishable from each
_-=~ \\e use the term fungible to
- this. Tracing is an unbiased
= - od used for demonstrating
-:-;-ere funds went. We often consider
~'\ing that the assets have distinct
cilaracteristics as synonymous with
t:rn . g. While often true, it is not al-
--..c.ys and so leads to confusion. If one
can show that the marital and non-
marital portions have separate
characteristics, then one can success-
fully trace where the non-marital
funds were at all times. This is gen-
erally sufficient as proof that a gift
was not intended. 1Reasoning that if
a statement is true, its contra posi-
.ve is also true, some courts have

held that if the funds cannot be
traced, then there must have been
intent to gift those funds.2 There are
t::Woproblems with this conclusion.
The most obvious is that the courts
accept other forms of proof.3Thus,
while tracing is sufficient to over-
come a presumption ofa gift, it is not
necessary. This by itself invalidates
negating and reversing the order of
the statement as a true contra posi-
tive. It also ignores the original
theory that commingling funds in-
side a joint account creates the pre-
sumption of an interspousal gift.4

A presumption of a gift is created
only when the title of the non-mari-
tal asset changes to include the
names ofeither spouse or when non-
marital funds are deposited to a
jointly titled account.5 We can some-
times show where the non-marital
funds were at all times without dem-
onstrating separate characteristics.6
We can do this even with fungible
non-marital and marital assets com-
bined inside a joint account.7We can
trace funds that are fungible when
hey are deposited to a joint account

and the exact amount of money is

withdrawn only days later and used
to purchase a non-marital asset or to
pay for a non-maritalliabilityB. When
this occurs it is clear where the non-
marital funds were at all times. Thus,
it is important to understand that
when the marital and non-marital
funds are indistinguishable from
each other, they will often be untrace-
able; but this is not always so. The
Fifth and Fourth District Courts of
Appeal have confused fungible assets
with untraceable assets when they
attempted to separate actively
earned funds from their passive com-
ponent. This led to incorrect rulings
that any marital effort that results in
appreciation converts the entire ap-
preciation of the non-marital asset
into marital property.9 These courts
have only recently understood that
this is incorrect.10 This article will
show that other district courts are
extending this same confusion to
traceability ofassets and whether an
interspousal gift applies to the trans-
action.ll

Creating an interspollsal gift
Aline ofcases has determined that

when non-marital funds are either
deposited to a joint account or re-
titled to include the other spouse's
name that the transaction creates a
presumption ofan interspousal gift.12
This presumption may be overcome
by showing that a gift was not in-
tended.13 One of the ways to prove
this is to demonstrate that the com-
mingled non-marital portion can be
traced from the date it was mixed
with marital funds. 14Yet tracing is a
word of art used in many different
contexts in family law. When it is
used for describing the requisite
proof for showing that no gift was
intended when liquid funds are com-
mingled, it often means that one
must show that the traced portion
has distinguishing characteristics
from the other portion.15 Otherwise,
since money is fungible, unless the
distinguishing characteristics can be

demonstrated, the marital portion
has lost its separate character from
the non-marital portion.16 But this
conclusion converts the non-marital
funds into marital property only
when the issue of a presumptive gift
is raised as a result of the transac-
tion.

A recent case decided by the Fifth
District Court of Appeals has deter-
mined that titling alone does not
cause a presumption of a giftY It
found that intent is not determined
by changing the title ofthe non-mari-
tal asset alone, but is also determined
by the actions that follow.This opin-
ion is erroneous because the facts
surrounding the intent are an ele-
ment ofwhether the party seeking to
show that gifting is not intended can
prevail. The opinion embraces circu-
lar reasoning. Section 61.075(5)(a)(3),
F.S., provides that marital property
includes interspousal gifts of non-
marital property. But, under what
circumstances has a gift been cre-
ated? Transactions are not labeled as
gift or non-gift. A particular transac-
tion can suggest a gift.When a spouse
brings assets to the marriage that are
kept separate, there is certainly an
expressed intent to treat those assets
as non-marital property. When the
title ofthe separate assets is changed
to include the other spouse and that
spouse has equal control over that
asset, the transaction implies a gift.
This implication creates a presump-
tion. The surrounding facts are then
examined before concluding that a
gift occurred. When one party offers
unrebutted testimony that the trans-
action occurred for other than gifting
purposes, that p'roof overcomes the
presumption and the inquiry ends
there. By interchanging the elements
of the proof with what creates the
presumption of a gift, as the Fifth
DCA does with Crouch, an inter-
spousal gift has been expanded to
include commingled assets inside
any account. IS This includes assets
that are titled solely in one name.19
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It also includes assets owned by a
trust. Both conclusions are incorrect
and result from circular reasoning. To
conclude otherwise, one must con-
clude that a deliberate attempt to
convert marital property into non-
marital property is a presumed in-
tent to gift the non-marital property
to the other spouse. Right!

Section 61.075(7) defenses to Sec-
tion 61.075(5)(a)(3)

When non-marital funds are de-
posited to a joint account and main-
tained in the account for a very short
period of time, this has been cited as
acceptable proof that no gift was in-
tended.20 The courts reason that
there was little time for earnings to
accrue or any other expenses to be
paid, thereby rendering the issue of
commingling moot. Yet what differ-
ence does this make when the non-
marital funds are inextricably com-
mingled with marital funds? The
liquid non-marital funds are fungible
and, once deposited into marital
funds, they become indistinguishable
from each other. Once again, circular
reasoning is employed to reach a cor-
rect result. The funds are traceable
only as t-O inten , not whether the
same funds are used to purchase the
non-marital asse .The mall amount
of rime limiting the amount of earn-
ings has nothing to do with the Sec-
tion 61.075(7) proof. If there is an in-
ended purpose other than gifting,

the funds likely will be moved fairly
quickly. But the fact that they are
moved quickly does not invalidate
the proof.The fact that there is a de-
posit and a withdrawal of an identi-
cal amount ofmoney proves a design
and goal for that exact amount of
money apart from gifting.21 Natu-
rally, the offered proof is questionable
if the money sits in the account for a
very long period oftime. The amount
of time that is reasonable for the
transaction is linked to the contem-
plated investment and the reason for
the delay and not to any earnings or
investments made in the interim pe-
riod.

Effect of commingling funds
when gifting is not intended

If no presumption of gifting is

raised, then the party seeking a clas-
sification of the original property as
non-marital still has a burden to
demonstrate a non-marital portion.22
To satisfy this latter burden, the
court routinely accepts any reason-
able method, and it does not require
tracing the non-marital funds.23Yet
the case law emerging over the past
few years shows the confusion be-
tween the two burdens. This led the
Fourth District Court of Appeals to
first conclude that the infusion of
marital effort or funds into a non-
marital closely held business trans-
muted all of the appreciation of the
company stock into marital prop-
erty.24When challenged with an abil-
ity to separate active and passive ef-
forts in O'Neill, the Fourth District
receded from this line of cases.25Yet
most trial courts of Florida's east
coast as well as those situated in the
First, Third and Fourth District
Courts of Appeals continue to apply
a perceived inability to separate the
two forms ofappreciation with a non-
marital house. This is why they fol-
low the formula set forth in Landay
v.Landay, 492 So.2d 1197, 1198 (Fla.
1983)26,which allocates most of the
appreciation in the home to the mari-
tal years even though its contribution
is minimal.27 Accordingly, it is pos-
sible to calculate a marital and non-
marital component even when it is
impossible to separate the non-mari-
tal portion and its passive component
by demonstrating that each has sepa-
rate characteristics.

Other cases have determined that
when marital and non-marital funds
are combined, unless the original
funds can be traced (with separate
characteristics), they are indistin-
guishable from the marital funds.28
This conclusion is obvious and does
not merit discussion. However, error
occurs when the same courts go fur-
ther to conclude that it is therefore
impossible to determine from which
of the two ledger accounts expenses
are paid or earnings accrue, and
therefore the party seeking to dem-
onstrate a non-marital portion can-
not prevail. Applying this incorrect
reasoning to a family run business
led to the Robbie conclusion. The
Fourth DCA only recently receded

when challenged in O'Neill. One
thing is certain, however. Regardless
of the motivation for combining the
funds, the physical act of combining
them is presumed intentional, yet it
is a stretch in logic to conclude that
interspousal gifting is the spouse's
motivation for doing it.

The trial courts and the experts
who testify before them mix up the
two distinct burdens, and this has led
to the confusion. In fact, this confu-
sion is so prevalent that CPAs often
attempt to separate marital and non-
marital components of defined con-
tribution plans by tracing the non-
marital investments from the date
when the parties married (as a
means for determining a non-mari-
tal portion). This is absolute non-
sense because the whole point behind
tracing is to do so when the spouse
who owned the account had the abil-
ity to combine the funds. Such is not
the case with most corporate retire-
ment plans. The assets ofthe account
are owned by the trust, and only the
company appointed plan administra-
tor (designated in the pension trust)
can make these decisions.Yetregard-
less ofthe motivation for doing it, the
effect is the same: It creates a new
asset from which the individual and
the marriage have a stake. It does not
show an intended gift any more than
using marital funds to pay the mort-
gage ofa non-marital house does.We
do not inspect the non-marital house
to see for what portion of the struc-
ture the marital funds paid.

The appellate opinions do not
grasp the concept of a single fungible
asset that preserves marital and non-
marital components. They certainly
would understand the concept better
if they attempted to reconcile how
mutual funds can separate millions
of shareholder interests accurately
when the fund is a fungible compos-
ite of many different investments.
They certainly would begin to under-
stand the concept when they are rou-
tinely provided testimony separating
fungible assets of a defined contribu-
tion trust. Retirement assets are fun-
gible assets that preserve non-mari-
tal portions without a requirement to
trace them. The retirement trust
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owns both portions. Thus, when the
O'Neill court concluded that it lacked
evidence to determine whether the
trial court abused its discretion in
finding that the retirement assets
were actively managed, it failed to
apply the law to a single fungible as-
set, the retirement plan. How could
any trial court find that a retirement
asset is actively managed when it
cannot determine whether the effort
it rules is active is applied to the
marital portion of the asset or the
non-marital portion? The trial court
by making that finding contemplates
two distinct assets when there is only
one. As one asset, both components
appreciate by the same percentage.
As two separate and distinct assets,
each portion increases by its invest-
ments. In other words, each portion
has separate characteristics. This is
not possible when the trust owns the
assets, and the employee only has
rights to benefits from the trust.

Yet the concept of one fungible as-
set with two distinct portions is not
unique to liquid funds. Creating one
asset with two portions also happens
when marital funds pay down the
mortgage of a non-marital house. It
also occurs with a non-marital busi-
ness in which the owner adds mari-
tal property. Gifting is never raised
as an issue with these assets unless
the titling of the asset changes. Why

then is it raised in the context of
funds?

The reasoning in the reported de-
cisions appears to be that different
funds are indistinguishable from
each other and are "fungible."Yet in
the above examples, one cannot par-
tition a house or business into two
separate components with distin-
guishing characteristics, and retire-
ment plans involve the same kind of
"fungible" funds with bank accounts
and liquid securities. If the intent of
depositing marital funds into a non-
marital account is to make the two
sources of funds work as one, when
the owner ofthe non-marital portion
expends funds from this mix each
expense involves a payment from
each component in the same way that
marital and non-marital ledger allo-
cations increase by the same percent-
age of appreciation inside a retire-
ment plan. This is the practical effect
of what is intended when the funds
are mistakenly combined. This is es-
pecially true when the party who de-
posits the paycheck into the non-
marital account mistakenly believes
that these funds are his or her sepa-
rate property. The erroneous conclu-
sion is only a mistake as to how mari-
tal law applies. The only intent that
can be inferred from this mistake is
to treat the two assets as one fund
and not two. It is a great leap in logic
to conclude that this action contem-
plates a presumption of gift. Accord-
ingly, the reasoning of the case law
that the party cannot demonstrate
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the portion from which the funds
were expended misses the entire
point that combining the funds was
intentional. While this same prin-
ciple is at work when funds are com-
bined inside a joint account, the dif-
ference is that a presumed gift occurs
when a party changes the titling on
the non-marital account to include
both names. The significance that
traceability has when this occurs is
only that if combining two distinct
assets was not intended, steps would
have been taken to keep the non-
marital source separate from the
marital. While most fail to keep the
funds separate because they fail to
understand the impact of combining
the funds, the controlling point is
that the party who made these deci-
sions has the burden to demonstrate
the contrary intent when those ac-
tions imply a gift, not when they do
not.

To better understand why intent
to combine the two inside a sepa-
rately titled account does not destroy
the non-marital portion, we need to
ask ourselves certain questions about
the resulting marital and non-mari-
tal portions if the moneys had not
been combined. Certainly marital
expenses can be paid with non-mari-
tal funds. This is easily accomplished
when the funds expended come from
a separately titled account that ex-
isted before the marriage com-
menced. Similarly, marital funds can
be used to pay non-marital expenses
without a court finding that party
dissipated marital assets. Since both
are clearly possible, it is certainly
possible to pay part of the marital
expenses with marital funds and the
balance with non-marital funds.

The significance attached to in-
tentionally combining funds

In each of the above contrasting
examples, the owner of the asset ei-
ther lacked ability to keep the por-
tions separate, or it was very imprac-
tical to do so. The owner of the
business would have to hire an unre-
lated party to run the business and
would have to give up daily control
of its operations. This would either
invite theft from the business income
or require the sale of the business to
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prevent this. The owner of the house
would need separate non-marital
funds to pay the mortgage during the
marriage. This is because one cannot
partition the structure of the house
between marital and non-marital
ownership. A requirement to pay the
mortgage with non-marital funds is
the same as requiring that the house
be unencumbered when entering the
marriage. This would require a sepa-
rate source of funds from which up-
keep and taxes are paid during the
marriage. The participant ofa retire-
ment plan does not even own the in-
vestments made before the marriage
begins; the trust that sponsors the
plan does. Thus, when funds are in-
tentionally combined outside a re-
tirement plan structure (and did not
have to be), that person loses the
right to claim that the non-marital
portion works as a separate asset.
That does not translate into losing
the non-marital portion of the com-
bined asset any more than it does
with a house, business or retirement
plan. Therefore, when funds are in-
tentionally combined into a sepa-
rately titled account, the party who
combined them loses the ability to
claim that marital and non-marital
expenses are paid exclusively from
the infusion of the marital funds (al-
though its value necessarily will be
less). It pays them from the combined
funds, and each payment contains a
portion of each. As long as the trans-
actions are limited to payment of
marital expenses, there is no issue
that a non-marital portion cannot be
determined.

For example, if on the transac-
tional date the marital funds repre-
sent 30 percent of the value of the
two, the earnings that accrue are
credited to both portions so that the
marital portion is always 30 percent
ofthe asset. This will continue in this
fashion until new marital money is
added. This is what happens with a
retirement asset that contains mari-
tal and non-marital components.
Adding new marital money would
increase the percentage that is mari-
tal property determined by the val-
ues on the date that the addition is
made. This is exactly the way the
marital portion of the retirement

benefit works. Disbursements that
are used to pay marital expenses pre-
serve the percentage that is marital
after the disbursement is made. Com-
plications may arise if the expenses
paid are non-marital, because includ-
ing a marital component in the pay-
ment raises possible issues of dissi-
pation of marital assets if the other
spouse did not know about or was
powerless to stop it. This is curable
when applicable by letting the non-
marital portion bear the total ex-
pense even though the intent may
have been to have the entire fund pay
that portion from the two sources.
The effect of combining the funds
without retitling the non-marital por-
tion is effectively the loss ofthe right
to treat the non-marital portion as a
separate asset. Loss ofthis right does
not confer an interspousal gift of the
non-marital money any differently
than marital contributions added to
a non-marita140lCk) benefit does. If,
on the other hand, the intent was not
to merge the two distinct assets into
one, then that party may be required
to trace the non-marital portion to
show the contrary intent. If the party
can show the contrary intent with
convincing evidence, then marital
expenses could be paid exclusively
from the marital portion. The lesser
marital portion could be determined
with the dollar weighted method.
This method treats the asset as one
and preserves the portions as sepa-
rate and allows the marital expense
to be deducted from the marital
share. It does this by weighting the
accrued earnings or loss thereof with
the duration of the dollar amount
invested. Since intent is not an issue
with each portion inside a defined
contribution plan, this method (used
by actuaries and investment firms)
is ideally suited to calculate a non-
marital portion of these assets.

marital effort converts the apprecia-
tion ofa non-marital asset into mari-
tal property.29Earlier rulings show
that marital effort becomes active
marital effort when one party chal-
lenges whether the appreciation is
passive and the other party fails to
show why it is passive. This conclu-
sion by itself surely leads to the com-
mingling of marital and non-marital
assets: The non-marital component
before commingling is the original
asset. The marital component is cre-
ated with the appreciation that re-
sults from actively managing the
non-marital asset. When the owner
of the original asset cannot demon-
strate a portion of the earnings that
is passive appreciation, this failure
makes the entire appreciation mari-
tal property. 30Yet this conclusion
does not destroy the non-marital por-
tion, only the non-marital portion of
appreciation on the non-marital as-
set.31This shows clearly that combin-
ing marital and non-marital assets
inside a non-marital account still pre-
serves the "principal" non-marital
portion even though it is indistin-
guishable from the marital portion
because it fails to have separate char-
acteristics. This further shows that
commingling funds absent a gifting
presumption can never reduce the
original non-marital portion, which is
principal. To the extent that some
money was expended, the non-mari-
tal portion could never be less than
the original principal less the money
expended.

Recent opinions have acknowl-
edged that appreciation resulting
from active effort can contain a non-
marital component classified as pas-
sive income.32Both active and pas-
sive appreciation components are
reinvested and accumulate more
earnings. They are indistinguishable
from each other and the original
principal by their characteristics, be-
cause money is fungible. They are
inextricably commingled with each
other to the extent that there is more
than one investment purchased,
causing the effort to be active man-
agement. It is impossible to keep the
passive component of the earnings
separate from the active component

continued. next Da[!e
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because these components are the
product of market conditions and
cannot be known until after the re-
sults are analyzed.33 The problem
that one cannot distinguish rein-
vested income between its passive
(non-marital) and active (marital)
components does not cause the fund
to lose its separate non-marital char-
acter. If it did, then earlier conclu-
sions that any marital effort on in-
vesting the non-marital asset, no
matter how small, converts the entire
appreciation ofthe non-marital asset
into marital property are correct. The
Fourth DCA,which had been the only
remaining DCA to support this
theory, recently receded from it in
O'Neill and Chapman. Finally, even
if the earlier rulings had been cor-
rect, the fact that reinvested income
is inextricably commingled with the
original asset never led to the conclu-
sion that the entire asset is marital.
Why then has that reasoning been
applied to certain commingling rul-
ings to reach this result?

Creating an interspousal gift
As previously discussed, a gift is

created when one establishes a pre-
sumption of a gift and fails to dem-
onstrate contrary intent.34 It is also
created when an asset is borne from
a marital debt. This occurs as a re-
sult ofthe equitable distribution stat-
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ute.35 If the party claiming that the
asset is non-marital property can
show that the loan was created solely
by pledging a non-marital asset as
security for the loan, then the asset
is non-marital property because the
asset was created with essentially
non-marital funds.36 But there is an
important exception to this. When
the loan is created with joint spousal
liability, then the asset (equal to the
loan amount) that began as non-
marital property is automatically
converted to a marital asset irrespec-
tive ofwhether the lender had a lien
against a non-marital asset before
granting the loan. This result occurs
because, if the value of the asset as
security goes south, the other spouse
has a potential liability from that
loan. This is an important exception
to the Farrior ruling, which held that
a margin account created solely from
non-marital stock does not result in
the commingling of assets with the
margin loan created during the mar-
riage.3? If the asset is later sold to
produce a profit, the entire asset is
marital property. Thus, when refi-
nancing the non-marital home is re-
paid from the sale of the asset, the
marriage has a stake in the non-
marital house equal to its repayment
and any passive appreciation that
accrues on that repayment to the
date of divorce.When the parties re-
finance a non-marital house many
times, the equity may become mostly
marital property when the parties
divorce even though the house is

Conclusion
Funds are commingled when

marital and non-marital moneys are
combined. Twoseparate portions are
identifiable with other non-marital
assets even when they cannot be
separated by distinguishing charac-
teristics. A presumption of gifting
occurs only when the title ofthe non-
marital portion changes. The combin-
ing offunds involves this same prin-
ciple. It is reasonable to presume an
intended gift when one changes the
title of the asset to include the other
spouse. That transaction gives the
other spouse control over the asset.
Whether or not the other spouse ex-
ercised control is only an element of
the proof of whether a gift was in-
tended. It is not reasonable to assume
an intended gift when one com-
mingles funds inside a non-marital
account. When this is done, it is be-
cause the party erroneously believes
that it is his or her separate property.
While it is unreasonable to presume
an intended gift, it is very reasonable
to presume intent to consolidate the
two accounts as one. The party loses
the ability to treat the combined as-
set as two separate funds unless he
or she can prove contrary intent. This
no more makes that asset marital
property than paying down the mort-
gage of a non-marital house does.
Unlike a non-marital house where
the party paying down the mortgage
has no choice in consolidating the
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portions, when the individual does
this it translates into losing the right
to exclusively deduct marital ex-
penses from the marital portion of
the fund that pays the marital share.
This would be similar to a party mak-
ing improvements to the non-marital
home using marital and non-marital
cash. Since the intent of consolida-
tion is to make the two funds oper-
ate as one, marital expenses must be
deducted from both shares just as-the
previously mentioned contribution
enhances both portions of a house.
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the rent it would have to pay for a similar
house. Accordingly, only the pay down of prin-
cipal creates a marital component. This likely
is the reasoning employed by the Second DCA
in arriving at the same conclusion in Straley
u. Frank, 612 So.2d 610, 611 (Fla. 2nd DCA
1992).
27 Compare Gregg; Stefanowitz u.
Stefanowitz, 586 So.2d 460, 462 (Fla. 1st DCA
1991);Reich u.Reich, 652 So.2d 1200, 1202 (Fla.
4th DCA 1995) to Straley u.Frank, supra.
28 Steiner;Adkins
29 Adkins; O'Neill
30 O'Neill @ P. 5
31 [d.; Young
32 O'Neill; Yitzhari u. Yitzhari, 906 So.2d
1250, 1254 (Fla. 3rd 2005)
33 One separates the two by questioning
what could be earned in the open market
without effort, i.e., by turning over the deci-
sion making process entirely to a broker. Per-
formance averages could be established us-
ing certain indexes like the S&P 500. All
earnings below that level are passive appre-
ciation irrespective of the amount of effort be-
cause they resulted from market conditions.
Only those above that benchmark are the re-
sult of the effort and are marital. The aver-
age used in the process is determined after the
investments are made, and therefore the pas-
sive component could never be segregated.
34 See 61.075(7) F.S.
35 See 61.075(5)(a)(l) F.S.
36 See 61.075(5)(b)(1) F.S.; Also see Farrior
u.Farrior, 736 So.2d 1177, 1178 (Fla. 1999)
37Id.
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